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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and let ZG be its integral group ring. Let C(ZG) 
denote the class group of G (see Section 1 for the definition). Because of its 
importance in algebraic topology and integral representation theory, C(ZG) 
has come under fairly intensive study in recent years. The purpose of this 
article is to calculate C(ZG) when G is a cyclic group of odd prime power 
order. 
We first fix some notation. Let p be a prime number. G, will be a cyclic 
group of order pn+l. Let [,, denote a primitive pn+%t root of unity, and let 
CD,(X) = 1 + X”” + .‘. + XPn(r’-l) be the irreducible manic polynomial of 
5, over Q. Suppose also that for 7rl > 1, c,,, is chosen so that 5,” = &-i . Let 
k, = Q(<,), S,, = Z[[,,], and A,? = 5, - 1. Then it is well known that (h,,J 
is the unique prime ideal of 5’. dividing (p) and that (p) = (Xz”(p-l)). 
Let QGn denote the rational group algebra of G, . It is easy to see that 
QG, % Q[X]/(Xp*+l - 1) under the mapping z a.& H za,Xi. By the 
Chinese remainder theorem, we have Q[X]/(P”” - 1) s K, @ ... @ K, . 
Composing these isomorphisms we obtain an isomorphism i: QG,?, + 
k, @ ... @ A.,1 . It is clear that i(ZG,) C S, @ ... a> S, . It is well known 
that i induces a surjective homomorphism C(i): C(ZG,) + xi”=, C(SJ where 
“1” denotes the direct sum of abelian groups (see [7] or [9]). Let D(ZG,) = 
ker(C(i)). Then we have an exact sequence 
0 + D(2G.J ---f C(ZG,J -+ 5 C(SJ -+ 0. (1) 
i=O 
We blithely ignore the groups C(S,), 0 < i < R, and concentrate on D(ZG,). 
In Section 1 we give a direct sum decomposition of D(ZG,,,) (see Theorem 1.2). 
This result reduces the calculation of D(ZG,) to a number theoretic problem 
concerning units in cyclotomic fields. For regular primes this problem is 
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resolved in Section 2, and we can then give the following description of 
WG,). 
THEOREM A. If‘p is an odd regular prime, then 
D(ZG,) s (Z/pnZ)nW-3)/Z) @ (Z~pn-lZ)(ri-l)tt~~-3~+~i/Q!+l 
n-1 
@ c (Z/p'"-"Z) (P‘ i)pi-"((w-1)3,n)~(l;'-1-1,'-")i2+: - 
i=2 
For irregular primes, the matter is far from settled. Units in irregular 
cyclotomic fields (and hence the structure of D(ZG,)) remain a mystery for 
the most part. However, if n = 1, then more can be said under a certain 
assumption. Let h,+ denote the second factor of the class number of k, (i.e.? 
h,+ is the class number of the maximal real subfield of k,). Also let SD be the 
number of Bernoulli numbers among B, , B, ,..., BP* divisible by p where 
p* = (p - 3)/2. (See Section 4 for the definition of the Bernoulli numbersj 
In Section 4 we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM B. Ifp is an irregular p+ze such that (p, A,+) = 1, then D(ZG,) g 
(qpz)““‘~~. 
The present problem is also considered in [7] by Kervaire and Murthy. 
Their results rely on Iwasawa’s theory of cyclotomic fields ([j]). They base 
their approach on the observation that for any finite abelian group 6, the 
automorphism of G, g ++ g-l, induces an involution of D(ZG) denoted b) 
c: D(ZG) + D(ZG). Now define 
and 
D+(ZG) = (X E D(ZG) 1 C(X) = xj 
D-(ZG) = (x E D(ZG) j c(x) = -x}. 
If G is an abelian p-group, then Frohlich [2, I], showed that D(ZG) is also 
a p-group. Thus if p is odd, then D(ZG) = D+(ZG) x D-(ZG). Kervaire 
and Murthy show that D+(ZG,) = (0) iff p is regular. Hence D(ZG,) = 
D-(ZG,) iff p is regular. In fact, one can show that the group described in 
Theorem A is always isomorphic to D-(ZG,,). Finally, me mention that in 
[2, II], Frohlich calculates the order of D-(ZG) for any abelian p-group G 
where p is an odd prime. 
1. DECOMPOSITION OF D(zG~~) 
The determination of the structure of D(ZG,) will rely heavily on a Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence of algebraic K-theory. It will be most convenient to use the 
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following version due to Reiner and Ullom [lo]. We will need some preparatory 
remarks. Let R be a Dedekind domain whose quotient field is an algebraic 
number field K. Let A be a semisimple commutative K-algebra with maximal 
order A’. Let A be any order of d and let M be a torsion-free A-module. 
For each prime ideal P of R define AfP = fi!l OR Rp where R, denotes the 
localization of R at P. We call M locally free if for each prime P of R, Mp is 
a free /&module. For example, if G is a finite abelian groups and A = RG, 
then M is locally free itI M is projective [12]. Let P(A) be the free abelian 
group generated by symbols [AR], one for each isomorphism class of locally 
free modules fig, module the subgroup generated by all [Al @ N] - [AJJ - [NJ 
Let C(A) be the subgroup of P(A) consisting of all expressions [AJ] - [N] 
such that AZ OR Kg N OR K. C(A) is called the class group of A. For 
example, one can show, using a theorem of Stein&, that C(R) is the ideal 
class group of R (see [S]). It can also be shown that the inclusion i: .A --+ A’ 
induces a surjection C(i): C(A) + C(A’) [2, I]. Let D(A) = ker(C(i)). We can 
now state the result of Reiner and Ullom [ 10, (1 S)]. Let I and J be ideals of A 
such that In J = (0). Furthermore, suppose that A, = A/l and A, = 
A/J are R-orders and that 2 = A/I + J is an R torsion module. Thus we 
have a Cartesian square (fibre product) of rings 
A - A, 
-1 -1 - 
A, - A. 
The Mayer-Vietoris theorem asserts that the sequence 
is exact where U(S) denotes the units of the ring S. (For the definition of the 
homomorphism U(z) --f D(A), see [9, Section 41. The other maps are induced 
by the corresponding ring homomorphisms.) 
This theorem will be applied in the following setting. Let p be any prime 
(including 2). Let A = Z[X]/(X~“” - 1) = Z[X] where #+l - 1 = 0. 
Clearly A z ZG, . Let I = (X - 1) and J = (Q&X) . Q1(x) ... Qn(zc)). Then 
it is easy to check that A, = A/I E Z and d = A/I + J g Z/pn+lZ. Thus 
we have a Cartesian square 
2 - z/pn+lz 
il 
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where ii , & , and j1 are the natural projections and j, is determined by the 
condition j,(x) = 1. We have then an exact sequence 
U(Z) x U(A,) ---f U(Z/p”“Z) + D(A) ---f D(A,) ----f 0. 
LEMMA 1.1. The map j,: U(A,) - U(Z/plZ) is smjective. 
Proof. We first work in the ordinary polynomial ring Z[q. For each i 
such that 1 < i < p+l - 1 and (p, z) = I, we let 01~ = (X’ - 1)/(X - 1). 
Choose an integer K such that ik = 1 (modpn+l). Let 
pi = (Xi& _ 1)/(x’” - 1) = 1 + xi + . . . + xiv+1’. 
Then clearly aifli = (Xix- - 1)/(X - 1) = 1 (mod(X”n+l - 1)) in Z[XJ. 
If we let 01~’ and pi’ denote the images of ai and pi, respectively, in A, then 
zipi’ = I, and hence ~Ja~)&8~‘) = 1. Th us iz(Oli’) E L;(A,). Sincej?($(x)) = 1, 
we have j,(iz(ai’)) = i. The lemma is now proved. 
Thus we can conclude that D(ZG,) E D(A,). Next we write, for 0 < k < II, 
Z[X]/(q.(X) .‘. Q,(X)) = Ak,,, = Z[x,] where $(xX.) ... @J.TJ = 0. For 
0 < R < z - 1, we then have Cartesian squares 
wherej,,,(x,+,) = jl,&). Th e main result can now be stated. 
THEOREM 1.2. If 0 < k < n - 1, then &A,,,) G D,,,? @ ... @ D;?-rzn 
where Dj,, c coker( U(S,) X U(Aj+r,J + u(i(sj/(~Y-~))). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 11 - k. Since D(S,-,) = D(S,,) = 0, 
the Mayer-Vietoris sequence resulting from (2),,+1,, implies that D(A,n&l g 
D n-l.n . In order to illustrate the essential idea, we give a complete proof for 
the relatively simple case n - k = 2. The Cartesian squares (2),-r,, and 
(2),-a,, lead to an exact sequence 
0 - R--n,,, --t D(A,-2,,) D(iB.n--z) D(&-,,,) - 0, 
where D(A,-,,,) z Dn-l,.n E coker( U(S,-,) x U(S,) - dr(S,z-,!(p))). Note 
that Dn--l,n E coker( U(i(s,-,) + U(S,-J(p))) because jz,+i = jr,.,+r 0 N,-r 
where NV1: kmtl ---f k,, is the norm. (This follows from Proposition 2.1 whic’h 
is stated below). To prove the theorem for n - k = 2, we need to construct 
a homomorphism 4: D(Anpl,,) + D(&& such that D(&,& 0 4 = 
lD(,4 n-l,n). Let 01 E DbL,J. Ch oose JE U(S,-J(p)) which represents a: 
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and u E S,, which represents ZT. (Note that u is not necessarity a unit.) Now 
define 
Clearly I(U) is an ideal of As--1,9I . Furthermore, by construction, 1(u) is a 
projective AQwl,,- module which represents 01 ED(A,-~,,) [S, Chapter 21 
or [lo]. (Notice that S,-, @s,,z S,-,/(p”) E I(U) OA,-1 n S.,,-a/($~‘) as 
S,-,/(p”)-modules.) Th us if we let 1(u) be the fibre product of S,-, and I(U) 
over S,-,/($a), i.e., 
then it follows that I(U) is a projective A,z-e,n ideal and that [J(U)] E D(A,-,,J. 
We now show that [I(U)] depends only on 01. First we show that [I(U)] is 
independent of the choice of U. Suppose that v E A’,-, with jl,n-l(v) = 
1 , sa) = (7~~ , sa) is an isomorphism tFAt(zc). Then g: I(U) -+ I(a) where g(zls 
’ 1L ,.,-modules. Furthermore, &&us~ , ~a) = &+(zK~ , S& for if we 
write (z~r , sg) = xF=, b,(x - l)i and (vs 1 , SJ = CL, cj(X - l)j where bi , 
cj E 2 and 0 < bi , cj < p - 1, then hi = Ci for 0 < i < p”-‘(p - 1) - 1, 
sincejl,n-l(u) =jl,&~). Hence for s E S,-, , we havejl,&) =j2,n-z(~~~1 , +) 
iff jl,,~-&s) = j,,,-,(v.rr , sJ, and so we have an ArL--g,n isomorphism f: 
J(U) + 1(v) given by f((~, (us1 , sJ) = (s, (~1s~ , sa)). Next assume that 
ZIE U(S,J(p)) is another representative of ~1. Then there is E E U(S,,) 
such that v = j,,,-,(E) . .%. Let ~1 = E-4. Defineg: I(U) *I(V) byg(mr , SJ = 
(59 . (EQ, Q). Clearly g is an A,-,,, isomorphism which induces an A.,,--a,n 
isomorphism f: I(U) ---j 1(;(v) where J(s, z) = (s, g(x)). Thus [I(z)] depends 
onIy on 01 and we can define #: D(An-& + o(A,-,,,) by #(a) = [I(U)]. 
It is easy to check that if 01, B E D(A,-&, then #(a/3) = #(a) . /~(/3). Finally, 
by Theorem 2.3 of [S], D($,,,-,) 0 # = lD(A,-l a) . 
For the general case, begin with the square’ (2)k,12 and the exact sequence 
0 3 D, + D(A,,,) D(ia.n-) D(Ak+l,n)-+ 0. 
By induction, we assume that D(Ak+,,,) s Dk+l,n @ ... @ Dn--l,n.. Let 
a = (a$+1 )...) c++~) E D(A,,,,) where M* E Di,.n . We will first describe a 
projective 8,,, ideal which will depend only on 01. Pick ~7~ E U(Si/(pR-i)) 
representing 01~ and ui E Ai+r,, representing ids . Define 
@n-1) = Gel ? %-I%) E &z-l x Sri I “G,n-l(~n-l> = .iz,n-1(%-l&&. 
(Note change from previous case.) 1((u+r) is a projective A,,,, ideal repre- 
senting 01,~~ . Define 
.T(%-2 , %2-l) = {(L, , * n-z~~lT-1) E z-2 x &b-l) I A, n-&,-2) 
= h,?z-&-2%-l% 
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I(u,-, , q-J is a projective .A,-s.,rr ideal. We continue in this fashion until 
we have constructed a projective ALfriI ideal I(u,,, ,...I q-r). Now define 
I(%+, 3.-u, 2Lt2-1) = {(sk 9 z> E sk x l("k+ll ,"a> aln-I) lji,7c(sk) =j2,Tdz>!* 
Then&(ub+r,...,u,-r) is a projective i3, ideal such that [f(~~~+r,...,~,,-r)] E D(A,,,) 
As before, one checks that if U( E Ai are chosen such that&,(aJ = j2,i--1(~i), 
then 
I(24 kfl ,...> G-l) 5% &,T,l ,.a*, %-I). 
Next, if ?X$ E U(Sj/(p”-i)) is another representative for Go, then there are 
I&, E CT(&) and Ez,i E U(A,+,) such that j,,JE,J . By = jz,ijE2,i) . i& . Let 
vi = E,,iui E Ai+1 . Define g = gn-(s+l): I(v,+, ,...) z,-r) -+ I(u,+, ,... f u,-r) 
inductively by 
where 
Y ~~t%+2,..., ~n-~),gi: I(v,-, ,..., vy’,J-d(u,~_i ,..., z& adg,(s,-,, v,-I~,) = 
(E&ls,-l, E2,,-ru,+l~,). Theng is an i22il,n isomorphismf: f(z~~~+~,...,q-J + 
@4x+, >..-> 21 +r). These remarks imply that we can define a mapping #: 
Q&+,,,) + D(&,,) by #(a) = [f(u,+, >.--3 u&]. One sees moreover that C,/J 
is a homomorphism such that II(&) 0 4 = lDcA,+, n) . The theorem is now 
proved. 
COROLLARY 1.3. D(2G.J g D,,, @ -.* @ Dn+ . 
2. UNITS IN REGULAR CYCLOTOMIC FIELDS 
Throughout this section, p will denote an odd prime. We nom derive some 
number theoretic lemmas which will enable us to calculate explicitly the 
groups %t , 0 < i < n - 1, for odd regular primes. Before proceeding 
we list some necessary facts. 
SATZ 119 [3]. If a E S,fl has the property that a = bp (mod(XE”‘l))fov sovze 
b E S, , then k,n(ol) is a tamely ramiJied extension of k, where alp = a. 
SATZ 127 [4]. Suppose u E U(S,). Then u = <.*2i ’ v where ZJ is a real unit. 
Let N, and T, denote the norm and trace, respectively, from klnfl to k, . 
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PROPOSITION 2.1 [I 1, Chapter 17. (i) If x E (Xia+,), then NJ1 + x) = 
1 + T,(x) + N,(x) (mod Z’,(h,\r)). 
(ii) T,((hz+r) = (Xnr), where r = [(p”+l(p - 1) + K)/p]. (In tlzis case, 
Serre’s t is pn+l - 1.) 
Notice that by restriction we have a homomorphism of groups Nvl: 
U(S,+,) -+ U(S,). By the results of Section 10 of [5], it follows that if 
(p, h,+) = 1, then this homomorphism is surjective. It is not known if N, 
is surjective in general. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume N,: U(&+,) + lJ(S,) is surjective. Then there is 
no unit of S, of the form 
u = 1 + aX~n+‘-l(mod(hn)z)~tl), 
where a E Z and (p, a) = 1. 
Proof. The proof will refer to results of [II, Chapter V, Section 31. Note 
again that the integer t described there is pnfl - 1 in this case. 
Let Q, denote the field of p-adic numbers and let Z, be the ring of p-adic 
integers. Let K = Q,([,) and L = QP(cn+i) where & denotes a primitive 
pk+%t root of unity in some algebraic closure of Q, . Let A’,:’ = Z&J. 
For r > 1, the following diagram is clearly commutative: 
U(S,+,) 5 U(S,) - w%&Lr)) 
1 1 l- 
U(Sk+,) 5 U(S,‘) ---+ U(S.,‘/&‘)). 
Since N,: U(S,,) + U(S,) is surjective, we have 
im( U(S,) --f U(S,/(X,,t))) C im[ U(Sk+,) -J% U(S,‘) -+ U(Sn’/(Anr))]. (*) 
Let 
and 
U,” = {u E U(S;+,) 1 u = 1 (mod(hi+,))) 
UKk = {u E U(S,‘) / u = 1 (mod(A,‘i))}. 
Now let u be as in the statement of the lemma. Then u E lJKt and u $ UF’. 
By (*), zl = NJx), where for some k, x E lJL7< and x # Vi+‘. We now appeal 
to Corollary 1 [ll, p. 931. If k # t, then u = N,,(x) E UKk and u $ UF’, 
which is impossible. If k = t, then u = N,(x) E UF1 which is also ridiculous. 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
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Remark. Lemma 2.2 can be thought of as a generalization of a well known 
theorem of Kummer. Kummer’s theorem states that if p is regular, then any 
unit u of S, such that zl = n (mod(p)), where n E 2, is the pth power of 
another unit of S, . 
To see how Kummer’s theorem follows from the lemma, first raise ZL to the 
(p - l)st power. Then UP-~ = 1 (mod(p)). So up-l = 1 $ up (mods) 
for some a E 2. The lemma implies that p divides a. Therefore up--l E 1 
(mod&)“). By Satz 119, kO((up-l)l!p) is a nonramified extension of k, ~ Since 
p is regular, up--l = EP for some unit E of S, . Hence u = (u/E)p. 
The following little lemma is well known. (See, e.g., H. Hasse, Zahlerztlworie, 
p. 260.) 
LEWIM.~ 2.3. In. S, , p/hf”‘“-” = -1 (mod(&)). 
We now generalize Kummer’s theorem in another direction. 
LEMM.4 2.4. dssunze that p is a regular prime. If u E U(SJ has the form 
u = 1 + ahns (mod(X,t)), 
where a E Z and (p, a) = 1, s = p(p” - l), t = ~?~+r - 1, then u = E* fey 
some E E U(S,T). 
Remark. For n = 0, we clearly recover Kummer’s theorem. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that 
u = 1 + ahns - aAnt (mod(hz’)). 
For if z = 1 + ahinP1, then u = A+’ (mod(hf;+‘)), and we are done by Satz 119 
and by the fact that p is regular. 
Define b E Z modulo p by 
u = 1 + ahns + bhnt (mod(Xk+l)). 
Since p is regular, u = NJzu’) for some w’ E U(Sn+r). Notice that if 
Ai, = 1 + aA,’ + cXnt (mod(Xf,fl)), 
where w E Sn+r and c E Z, then b = c (modp). In fact, 
I\ilz(w/w’) = 1 + (c - b) Ant (mod(hF’)). 
Now by Corollary 1 [ll, p. 931, we know that no element of U,“/v”,+’ is the 
norm of an element of U, (see the proof of Lemma 2.2); hence, b = c (modp). 
Set w = 1 + aAS,+, . Next we claim that 
N,(w) = 1 + aA,’ - aA,’ (n~od(h~l)). 
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By Proposition 2.1, 
N,(w) = 1 + NJ&+,) + ~,(d+,) (mod(hi+l)) 
E 1 + aDADh,’ + aT,(A$,) (mod(ht,f’)). 
Clearly @Ans = uAns (mod(Xf:l)). 
It remains to calculate T,&$+r). We claim that 
T,z(A;+l) = phin-l E -h,,lt (mod(Ay)). 
The second congruence follows from Lemma 2.3. The first is equivalent to 
T,lK~:+ll~n)p”-l) = P (mod P4J 
From (1 + A,+# = 1 + A, , it follows that 
X,,A~ = 1 + Py%l, 
where y E Sn+r . By Proposition 2.1, T,(pyh;‘) ~ph,,S, , and we have 
Tn((A~+l/A,)*“-l) E p (mod ph,). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are finally ready to prove a result which, for regular primes, extends 
Hilfsatz 29 of [4] and g’ Ives precise information concerning D(ZG,). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If p is regular, then there are real units ui in S, where 
1 < i < (pn+l - 3)/2 a?ld (p, i) = 1 such that 
ul = 1 + aIAn (mod(&J3) 
u2 = 1 + u,X,~ (mod(Q5) 
where for all i, ai E Z and (p, aJ = 1. 
Proof. We first prove the proposition for p > 3. The proof will be 
remarkably similar to one given by Hilbert for the case n = 0 (see [4, Sec- 
tion 1661). We argue by induction. By Hilfsatz 29 we know the result is true 
for n = 0. We assume that the proposition is true for S,-, and prove it for S, . 
Let {I%,‘,..., EL,,*} be a system of real fundamental units for S,?, where 
p,* = (p”(p - 1)/2) - 1. Note that p,,, * is the number of integers i, prime 
to p, such that 1 < i < (p ‘l+l - 3)/2. Let Ei = (Ei’)?--r. Then the units 
E 1 ,***, ED,* are independent and generate a subgroup of U(R,) of index 
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prime top, where R, is the ring of integers in the maximal real subfield of k,, . 
Also each Ei has the form Ei s 1 + biX$ (mod(X,)“i”), where 6, E Z and 
(p, bJ := 1. After rearrangement we can assume e, < e, < ... < et,%* . Also 
notice that because the EL are real units, each ei is an even integer. Finally 
observe that eIj,* < p”+r - 1 since if esn* 3 prrfl - 1, then by Lemma 2.2, 
egnd > prb,r and so k,l.((Eu,n*)l!P) . is a nonramified extension of k, by Satz 119. 
But sincep is regular, we must have EQ,* = ED for some E E lJ(Rn). But this 
is contrary to the fact that the subgroup of lY(R,) generated by the Ei is of 
index prime to p. 
Now bv inductive hypothesis, there are p,*-r units of S,-, of the form 
1 + c&, (mod(X,,)“ifl), 
where ci E 2 and (c: , p) ==: 1 and 1 < i < (p” - 3)/2 with (p, z) := 1. Since 
every unit of S,-, is the norm of a unit of S, , there are units of S, , zr ,...: 
‘~(~~-a),., such that zii = 1 + ciX2,i (mod(X,)“i+r), where again (p, ci) = I, and 
1 < i k (P’” - 3)/2. (Ag ain we are using Corollary 1 [l 1, p. 931.) 
We are now set to prove the proposition. If we have e, = e, for Ei and Ez ? 
then we choose 1; E Z such that fibi + b, = 0 (mod p). Then the unit 
has the form 
E; = (E:L)(E,) 
where b,’ E Z, (p, bs’) = 1, and es’ > ez = e, . Do the same if e, = es ~ 
Continuing this process, we obtain a system of independent units which we 
will also call El , E, ,..., Egnl such that 
E, = 1 + b&f: (mod(hn)“‘+‘) 
E9,* s 1 + b X%* (mod(X,)Pp,‘*+l), P,’ n 
where the bi are integers prime to p and e, < es .< ... < e,, . We repeat 
this process until we obtain a system of independent units which we still label 
Er ,..., E,, * such that n 
Et = 1 + n&E! (mod(h,,)E~L1), 
where a,. E Z, (p, q) = 1, and e, < e2 < *.. < en,,* . Also we observe that 
the subgroup of U(R,) generated by the new Ei coincides with the subgroup 
generated by the original I!?? and hence is of finite index prime to p. 
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Now suppose that for some ei , ei = 2Kp” where 1 < i < (p” - 3)/2, 
(K,p) = 1, and nz 3 1. Choose an integer fk’ such that fk’cg + ai = 0 
(modp). Then it follows that 
(~f’)~~’ (EJ E 1 + a,‘“:’ (mod(A,)‘i’+‘), 
where ei’ > ei . We play the same game again until we obtain a system of 
units z?r ,..., ii$,,* having the property that 
iii E 1 + tfiA: (mod(hn)d’+l), 
where ai E 2, (9, %J = 1, the Ed are even, and e; < ~a < . .. < e,,* with 
e,: + 2jp for 1 < j < (p” - 3)/2. Furthermore if F~,* 3 p”+l - 1, then by 
Lemma 2.2 and Satz 119 again I?~,* = EJ’ for some unit E. However from 
the definition of the & , we conclude that the subgroup of U(R,) generated 
by the Ei is of index divisible by p which is not possible. Thus cPm* < 
p”+r - 3. For the same reason, the subgroup of U(R,) generated by the iii 
is of index prime to p. 





possible values for the p.,&* = (p?%+l - p)/2 - 1 numbers or ,..., cB,; , 
Suppose that some Z~ = p(p’” - 1). We distinguish two cases. 
(1) Some ej = p” - 1. Choose fi such that f& + %i = 0 (mod p). 
Then 
where &I’ > tii. We continue as before and arrive at units zdr ,..., up,* such 
that U( = 1 + aih> (mod(XJei+r), where (p, ai) = 1, e, < ea < ... < eb,+ < 
pn+l - 1, the ei are even, and (ei , p) = 1. These conditions force e, = 2, 
e, = 4,..., een* = pn+r - 3 and the proposition is proved in this case. 
(2) Suppose no ej = p” - 1. Then we can say 
g E 
*a* 
1 + ~D,zch~ai-1-3 (n~od(AJp”f’-2) 
- 
%,*-w3)/2 = 1 + 5 *-tp-3),sh~(p’-1) 11 (mod(a)p(~n-l)fl). 
Now choose integers g, ,..., g(D,-3),,n such that 
U=U ~n--(P-3),2(“P,*-(P-5)/2)Q1 --. (u;3,*P- = 1 + +y-l) 
(mod(A,)@l-l). 
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By Lemma 2.4 we conclude u = EP for some E E C;(R,,). But this contradicts 
the fact that the subgroup of U(R,) g enerated by the z& is of index prime top. 
Hence (I) holds and the proposition is proved in case p > 3. 
For the regular prime p = 3, we must begin the induction with tz = 1. 
(The only real units of SO are &I .) Th us, to prove the proposition for p = 3, 
it suffices to find real units, zc, and ug , in S, such that 
and 
u1 = 1 + niA,s (mod(Q) 
u2 E 1 + u,Xlg (mod(hi5)j, 
where (p, q) = (p, ae) = 1. To show such units exist, we note that by 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, if zc E U(R,) and if u 2 1 (mod(A1j6) or if u E 1 
(mod(A,)sj, then u = E3 for some E E U(R& Hence by the argument given 
above, we can find ui and I+ in U(R,) such that 
and 
u2 z 1 -/- ash: (mod(hJezil), 
where (p, a,) = (p, aJ = 1 and e, and e2 are even integers such that 
0 < e, < e, < 6. Therefore, e, = 2 and es = 4, and the proposition is 
proved for p = 3. 
We are now in a position to give more exact information about D(ZG,>). 
The results will be based on the following corollaries of Proposition 2.5. TVe 
assume throughout that p is regular. 
COROLLARY 2.6. The sequence 
U(&) -+ &s,/(p)) + Ad, -+ 1 
is exact where Mi is a p-group isomorphic to x:=0 (Z/pj+lZj7ni-j zuhere mO = 
(p - 3)/2 an a! nzTd = (p”(p - 1)72) - (1 + x”,l’, m,) fir k > I. 
Proof. U(S,,l(p)) is th e d irect product of a p-group and a group of order 
p - 1. Let r be a primitive root modp and let 
Then u E U(S) and u 3 r (mod(&)). Hence z.P*~’ c PY”+’ z r (modp). 
It follows that r&f1 generates a subgroup of U(S,/(pj) of order p - 1. The 
subgroup of U(S,/(p)) consisting of those elements congruent to one mod&) 
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is generated by elements of the form 1 + h.ik (mod(hf+l)) where 1 < k < 
p”(p - 1) - 1 and (p, K) = 1. By Proposition 2.5, the subgroup generated 
by 1 + hiL, where k is even, is, together with the subgroup of U(S,/(p)) of 
order p - 1, precisely the subgroup represented by real units. Also, <i = 
1 + hi represents the coset 1 + hi . Since every unit of Si is a root of unity 
times a real unit, the group M, is then generated by the images of cosets of 
the form 1 + A?+1 where (p, 2j + 1) = 1 and 1 < j < (p’(p - 1) - 2)/2. 
For q odd such that p”-l(p - 1) + 1 < q < p”(p - 1) - I, K > 0, 
1 + h,” has order pi+l-E. Thus there are m,, = (p - 3)/2 elements of order 
pi+l, 77% = ((p(p - 1) - (p - l)P) - Kp - 1)/2 = ((p - l)(p - 2))/2 
elements of order pi, and, in general, 
mk = P”-‘(P - II2 
2 
- (1 + m, + **. + m,-,) 
elements of order piti-k. 
Remark. We have m0 = (p - 3)/2, mi = ((p - 1)“/2) - ((p - 1)/2) = 
((p - l)(p - 2))/2 and mk. = (p”“(p - 1)3)/2, 2 < k < i. 
We will eventually be interested in the cokernel of the homomorphism 
U(S) - U(S,/(p+3) where 1z > i. We first assume n - i = 2. 
COKOLLARY 2.7. The sequence 
U(S,) -+ U(S,/(p”)) 3 nlr,,, -+ 1 
is exact, zvhere Mi,B is isomorphic to xi=, (Z/pj+8Zpi-j @ (Z/pZ)‘“(“), where 
m, ,..., m, are given above and m(i) = ((p” - pi-l)/2) + 2 for i > 0 and 
m(0) = 2. 
Proof. Assume i > 0. By Lemma 2.2, Proposition 2.5, and Corollary 2.6, 
the subgroup of U(S,/(p”)) represented by real units consists precisely of the 
subgroup generated by the elements of order p - 1 and elements of the form 
1 + hiL where k is even, k < 2pi( p - 1) - 2 and k + pi+’ - 1. Since 
ti = 1 + hi and since [f” = (1 + &)Pi = 1 + ;\$ (mod(h#‘l) and lpi+’ = 1, 
the group nir,,, is generated by the images of the cosets 1 + hi” where either 
k = pi+1 - 1, or k : pi+l, or k is odd, relatively prime to p and less than 
pi+l - 1. (Note that for k > pi+l, 1 + Xi” (mod(h,)“fl) is the pth power of 
some 1 + Xii wherej < pi”.) If k is an odd integer which is relatively prime 
to p and if pi-l(p - 1) + 1 < k < pj(p - 1) - 1, where 1 < j < i, then 
1 + Xi” has orderp i+z-i; if k = pi+1 - 1, k = pi+i, or if k is odd and relatively 
prime to p and pi(p - 1) + 1 < k < pi+l - 2, then 1 + hi” has order p. 
Thus there are 775 elements of order pi+z-j for 0 < j < i, and 
pi+l- 1 
m(i) = 2 
_ 
( 
p”+12- pi ) _ ( pi.-12- 1 ) + 2 = pi <p-l + 2 
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elements of order p. This proves the corollary for i > 0. We leave the case 
i = 0 as a simple exercise. 
COROLL,~RY 2.8. The sequence 
is exact, where M~,,-i is isomorphic to 
daere m. ,..., m, , and m(i) are described above. 
Proof. Notice that for k > 2pQ - l), the coset 1 + A? (mod(h,)~+l) of 
U(S,/(p’z-i)) is the pth power of some 1 + hd (mod(h#+l) for some .j < k. 
Hence &Ii,,TL--i s generated by the image of 1 + h; where either K = pi+r - 1) 
k = Jil, or k is an odd integer, relatively prime to p and less than pit1 - 1~ 
3. CALCULATION OF D(ZG,,) FOR REGULAR PRIMES 
Recall that D(ZG,) g Do,, @I ... 13 D,L--l,n where 
&I z coker( U(S,) x U(L4i+I,,) + Ci(S,/(p”-i))). 
We have already calculated coker(U(S,) * U(S,/(p”-“))), hence we need 
only describe coker( j,,i: U(A,,,,) + U(S,/(p”-“))). 
First we need to extend Satz 127 to the ring A,,, , 0 < k < n - 1. Again 
write A,,, = Z[q], where C&(X,) ... djlz(xa) = 0. Let h = xB - 1. Notice 
that A,,,,@) E S,/(X,) g Z/pZ. 
LEMMA 3.1. If u E LT(Ak,,J, then u = xkiu’, where, zcith 
nz = ((p”(p - I)(n - k))/2) - 1, 
zl’ G f ajpi (mOd(h)pi;(p-l)(lr-L)). 
j=O 
Proof. We argue by induction on n - k. Assume n - k = 1. Then by 
Satz 127, iI,n-1(U) = [k-rvr and i2,,n&) = <,z%g where q and U, are real 
units. Since jl,n-1 o il,n+l = j2,,1--1 0 iz,,z--l , we have i = j and if 
in ’ 
@r = C a$:-, (mod(p)) 
i=O 
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and 
v9 s c b,hz (mod(Xn)Y”-l~P-r)), 
j=O 
where m’ = ((p”-r(p - 1))/2) - 1, then ai = bi (mod(p)) for 0 < i < 1%‘. 
The result now follows. For the general case, the reasoning is identical. 
Now, returning to the homomorphism j,,i: U(Ai+t,,) -+ U($/(P”-~)), 
we see that j,,,(U(&+r,,,)) is contained in the subgroup of U(~‘,/(J+-~)) 
generated by jz,i(xi+I) = j&c,) and 1 + hf”, where 
0 < R < ((p”(p - l)(n - i))/Z) - 1. 
Thus by the proofs of Corollary 2.7 and Corollary 2.8, the structure of Di,n 
will be determined once we have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. There is a unit u E U(Ai+l,,) such that in LC$/(~“+~), 
j,,,(u) = jl,,( 1 + Ap-1). 
Pmof. By Proposition 2.5, and its proof, we know that there is ‘u, E U(S,) 
such that ZI, = 1 + A,$+l-l (mod(h,)P”-‘(p--l)). Let zl,-r = IV,-r(v,). Then 
. . 
Slnce3e,n-1W =.L-l(vn-J ( see ro osi ion 2.1) there is I:,-r E U(A,-r,,) P P t 
such that ~&r( Vnn-r) = q-r and i2& V.& = v, . Furthermore, we can 
write 
Vnel G 1 + (xnel - l)pi+l-l (mod(r,-, - l)nn-l(l’+l)). 
Next let q-2 = N,+(v’,-I). Then 71,~~ = 1 + hiz_:l-l(mod(p*)) by Propo- 
sition 2.1. Thus there is T/‘,_, E U(A,-,,,) such that il,tl-z(Vn-9) = v~-~ and 
iz,& V,-,) = V,, . Also we have 
JTnp2 E 1 + (xnd2 - l)@-l (mod(a,-, - l)zp”-2(~-1)). 
Continuing, we arrive at Vi+t E U(A,,,,) such that 
J7i+l = 1 + (xi+1 - l)J”+l-l (mod(x,+l - l)e’(~-l)(n-i)). 
Set V,+l = u. 
THEOREM 3.3. D,,, s xi=, (Z/p(n-i+j)Zpi-i @ (Z/~(~~~-~-l)Zp(i)‘, w?zere 
m, = (p - 3)/2, ml = (p’ - 3p + 2)/2, mt = (p”-‘(p - 1)3)/2for 2 < K < i, 
and m(i)’ = ((pi - pi-l)/2) + 1 for i > 0 and m(0)’ = 1. 
Proof. Combine Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 with Corollary 2.8. 
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Proof of Theorem A. By Corollary 1.3 and Theorem 3.3, we have 
D(ZG,) s 5 (Zjp’iZ)an-i, 
i=l 
where a,, == ~((p - 3)/2), a,=(~z-l)(p”-3~+2)(2+l,andfori32, 
ai = (12 _ i) Pi-TP2- 1)3 I 1. / F ; pi-” 
4. CALCULATION OF D(ZG,) FOR PROPERLY IRREGULAR PRIMES 
We now specialize to the case n = 1. We can give precise information 
concerning D(ZG,) for some, if not all, irregular primes. We assume through- 
out this section that p is an irregular prime. Recall that h,+ denotes the class 
number of the maximal real subfield of R, . We assume that (p, Iz,+) = 1. 
In this case p is called a properly irregular prime. It is strongly suspected that 
all primes are either regular or properly irregular. 
We know from Theorem A that D(ZG,) g D,,, where 
Do,, = coker(U(&J x U(Sl) - U($,i(p))) 
with jr,,: U(S,) -+ U(S,,,/(p)) being the natural projection, and j,.,: U(S,) -+ 
U(S,/(p)) being determined by the condition j&i,) = j,,,(&J. However, 
since j,,, L= jr,, 0 IV, , we have D,,, s coker( U(S,) + U(S,/(p))). 
THEOREM 4.1. If p is properly irregular, then the sequence 
U(S,) + U(S,/yp)) + (z/pz)Dx+8, + 0 
is exact, zuherep” = (p - 3)/2 and S, is the number of Bernoulli numbers among 
B I. ,..‘9 B,, divisible by p. 
Remark. We recall the definition of the Bernoulli numbers: The power 
series f(t) = t/(et - 1) + t/2 is even; i.e., f(t) = f(-t). Hence if we write 
.f(t) = zz=, ant71, then a,n = 0 for 11 odd. Thus we can express f(t) in the 





(1 - 5,“)(1 - &‘) )1’2 
(1t5,)(1-5,1!, ’ 
where r is a primitive root modp. Then it is a classical fact [l, p. 3621 that if 
s E G(k,/Q) is defined by s(&,) = <sr, then U, s(u),..., s”*(u) generate a subgroup 
F’ of finite index in U(R,) and that [U(R,): V] = 2h,+. 
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Now let E = up-l and for 1 < t < p+, ut = Eft(s), where 
(Here iff(s) = a, + a,s + m.. + n,s”, then yf(~) = ( yao)(sy)~ *em (sny)am for 
y E k, ,) Then in the proof of Hilfsatz 29, Hilbert shows that 
ut E 1 + athit (mod(/\,)“t+l), 
where a, E 2 and (9, UJ = 1 iff (p, B,) = 1. (In the statement of Hilfsatz 29, 
Hilbert speaks only of regular primes. However, his proof is valid for the 
statement given here.) 
Now let N be the subgroup of U(&) generated by ui ,..., uDr; . Clearly 
N C V. We first show that 
[V:N] < oxandpdoesnotdivide[V:N]. c**> 
As we shall see, these facts, along with the assumption on Izsf, will imply 
the proposition. 
Let ut’ = uftts) for 1 < t < p* and let N’ be the subgroup of U(R,) 
generated by ui’,..., ~6~. Then N C N’ C V and [N’ : N] divides (p - l)“*. 
So it suffices to show (**) for N’ in place of 1V. 
Now eachfJs) is a polynomial in s of degree < p* - 1. Write 
SO 
for 1 < t <p*. Or, in matrix notation, if A = ((aij)), 1 < i < p*, 
1 <j < p*, then A(U) = u’, where 
Then it is clear that [V : IV’] < 00 and p does not divide [V : N’] iff p does 
not divide det(4). But if we consider theft(s) as polynomials over Z/pZ in s, 
then p does not divide det(4) iff (fr(~),...,f~~(s)} forms a basis over Z/pZ for 
the vector space of polynomials in (Z/pZ)[s] of degree < p* - 1. Thus it is 
sufficient to show that fr(s),...,f,*(s) are linearly independent over Z&Z. So 
suppose that Crzl c&(s) = 0 where all ci E Z/pZ. Then CrI, cifi(r2”) = 0. 
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But if i + t, thenfi(+j = 0. Therefore, ctft(Pf) = 0. Butft(rSf) + 0 (modp) 
and hence ct = 0. Therefore the polynomials fr(s),...,Js*(s) are linearly 
independent over .Z/p.Z. Thus (p, det(A)) = 1, which implies that [V : N] < M 
and (9, [V : X]j = 1. Since (p, h,+) = 1, we conclude that (p, 2h,+[V : N]) = 
1 = (P, [WCJ) : q. 
Now we know that the subgroup of U(SJ(p)) generated by (1,2,..., p - l:[ 
and {I + Xii / p { Bi} is represented by global units from Hilfsatz 29. However, 
any coset of the form 
1 + nhi” (n10d(A,,)2t+1) 
where p r a and p / B, is not represented by a unit in R, . For suppose there 
is a unit E E U(R,) such that E z 1 + &F(rnod(h,yt+lj, where p r a and 
p 1 B, . By the results of the previous paragraph, En EN for some integer R 
prime top. Thus 
j(E”) = j(E)n EJ’(N), 
where now j is the natural projection from S, to S,,/(p). However, if we let 
u’ = (U E U(R,,j / zc = l(mod(h,))), then 
and j( U’)Ij(N) is a p-group. Therefore, j(E) ~j(Nj. But this is impossible. 
Hence cosets of U(S,,/(p)) of the form 1 + X~n+1(mod(X0)Vn+2), where 
1 < n < p* and 1 + X~(mod(h,)“t+l), where p i B, are not represented by 
units of S, , while cosets of the form 1 + h~(n~od(h,)2’+1j, where (p, Bij = 1, 
and the cosets I,..., p - 1, are are represented by global units. This proves 
the theorem. 
Theorem B now follows from Theorem 4.1 and the remarks which preceded 
it. 
Remark. It is not difficult to prove that if the sequence 
is exact, where M s (.Z/pz)(~-~)/~, then p is regular. Thus if p is irregular, 
then we have! with no assumption on h,+, 
D(ZG,) s (Z/pZf(“-3)‘“)+sp’, 
where 1 < S,’ < 6,. For example, if 6, = 1, then Theorem B is proved 
without assuming (p, h,+) = 1. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(1) If p is a regular prime, then it is well known that p does not divide 
the order of C(S,) for all 12. Hence, (1) is a split exact sequence, i.e., we have 
C(2G.J zg D&Z-G,) @ z;=, C(SJ. It would be interesting to know if (1) 
also splits for irregular primes. 
(2) It is not clear what the analogues of Corollaries 2.6-2.8 should be 
when p is irregular. In view of the conjecture of Kervaire and Murthy 
[7, Section 41, results of Iwasawa [6], and Theorem B, it is worth conjecturing 
that if (p, ha+) = 1, then the group &&n-i of Corollary 2.8 is isomorphic to 
if 0 < i < n - 2 (where WI, ,..., fnni and ~z(i) are as given in the statements of 
Corollaries 2.6 and 2.7) and is isomorphic to 
n-1 
z. (z/pl+jZp- @ (z/p"zp 
if i = IZ - 1. In the context of the remarks made in the introduction, we 
would have 
D+(ZG,) E f (Z/piZ)% 
i=l 
Finally, this would imply that 
D(ZG,) c f (Z/$Z)an-i+Bp, 
i=l 
where the integers anPi are defined in the proof of Theorem A. 
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